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Space-time patterns of linear cellular automata are studied. Existence of the limit of a series 
of space-time patterns contracted by time (called a “limit set”) is proved for any linear cellular 
automata, using properties of multinomial coefficients. Such limit sets of linear cellular 
automata are generally fractals. We characterize the self-similar structure of the limit set by 
a transition matrix, whose maximum eigenvalue determines its Hausdorff dimension. The limit 
set of (a power of a prime)-state linear cellular automata has the same dimension as the 
corresponding prime-state linear cellular automata, which considerably simplifies the calcula- 
tion of dimensions of limit sets. The limit set with respect to one of the states is shown to be 
identical to the limit set of another or the same linear cellular automata. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Patterns of linear cellular automata (LCA) were first studied in connection with 
self-reproduction of arbitrary patterns [I, 211. In the study of the self-reproduction, 
they used the property of LCA where consecutive zeros of arbitrary length appear. 
S. J. Willson noted that configurations reappear as the arbitrary enlarged pattern 
in an LCA with a prime number of the states (prime-state LCA) and consecutive 
zeros fill the gaps in the pattern. Using this property, he showed that the space-time 
pattern of a prime-state LCA can be a fractal and proved the existence of a “limit 
set” of a prime-state LCA. He also devised a method to compute the Hausdorff 
dimension of a limit set using the “growth rate dimension” [24-271. 
A “fractal” typically expresses a figure whose Hausdorff dimension is not integral 
[19]. The notion of a fractal is used to describe a complex shape like a coastline. 
The Hausdorff dimension is defined in Section 6, which coincides with the ordinary 
notion of a dimension if a figure is not very complicated. Most of fractals can be 
represented as “self-similar” sets. Self-similar sets are composed of small copies of 
themselves. One of the typical examples of self-similar sets is the “Sierpinski gasket” 
(see Fig. 1.1). The Sierpinski gasket is composed of three i-scaled copies of itself 
and its Hausdorff dimension is given by log 3/lag 2. We see that the Sierpinski 
gasket is represented as a limit set of LCA in Section 2. 
In our previous paper, the existence of a limit set for all LCA was reported, 
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FIG. 1.1. Sierpinski gasket 
where the detail of the proof was not shown [22]. A limit set is the limit of space- 
time patterns of LCA with normalized size and is defined in Section 2 of this paper. 
In this paper, we prove the existence of a limit set for the LCA with an arbitrary 
number of states. The proof uses the properties of multinomial coefficients, which 
are given in the Appendix. In Section 3, we prove the existence of a limit set for 
LCA whose number of the states is a power of a prime (#-state LCA). The struc- 
ture of a limit set shows a kind of self-similarity. While a self-similar set in a stricter 
sense is composed of only one pattern, a limit set may contain more than two 
patterns. Using the transition matrix defined by Willson [27], we characterize a 
self-similar structure of a limit set in Section 4. Then we show that Willson’s method 
of computing the Hausdorff dimension can be applied to $-state LCA. Especially, 
#-state LCA has the same dimension as the corresponding prime-state LCA 
(p-state LCA). LCAs with an arbitrary number of states are treated in Section 5. 
In Section 6, we define a limit set with respect to one of the states and show that 
it coincides with one of the limit sets of the corresponding pJ-state LCAs (f< k). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A cellular automaton is a collection of automata located at lattice points, and 
each state of an automaton changes according to the states of automata at its 
neighbourhood. 
Formally, we define a d-dimensional M-state cellular automaton as follows. 
Let Z and N be the set of integers and the set of natural numbers, respectively. 
At each site on d-dimensional lattice (Zd, dE N), there is an automaton which is 
referred to as a cell. i E Zd indicates the location of a cell and t E N denotes the time. 
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Each cell takes a state, one of the values from the set (0, . . . . M - 1 } = Z,, where 
M is a natural number. af E (0, . . . . M- l> denotes the state of a cell i at time t. 
The state of a cell i at time step t is determined from the states of its 
neighbourhood i + r,, . . . . i + r,,,, at time t - 1, i.e., 
where f: (2,)“’ + Z, is called a local transition function and (rIr . . . . r,) E (Zd)m is 
a neighbourhood index. A linear cellular automaton (LCA) has a linear transition 
rule, i.e., 
uf = c,uf;j, + *. . + q&f;; m mod M, (2.1) 
where cl, . . . . c, are natural numbers. 
In this paper, we assume that the initial state is 1 at the origin and 0 at other 
cells, i.e., 
t 
up= 
i 
1 (i = (0, . . . . 0)) 
0 (i # (0, . . . . 0)). (2.2) 
i 
0000000000000001000000000000000 
0000000000000010100000000000000 
0000000000000100010000000000000 
0000000000001010101000000000000 
0000000000010000000100000000000 
0000000000101000001010000000000 
0000000001000100010001000000000 
0000000010101010101010100000000 
0000000100000000000000010000000 
0000001010000000000000101000000 
0000010001000000000001000100000 
0000101010100000000010101010000 
0001000000010000000100000001000 
0010100000101000001010000010100 
0100010001000100010001000100010 
1010101010101010101010101010101 
FIG. 2.1. Space-time pattern of an LCA ai = a::: + u:;i mod 2. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. A l-dimensional 2-state LCA with a local transition function 
ai=a:;i + ai: i mod 2. A cell takes a state 1 at the next time step, if just one of 
the states of the right cell and the left cell is 1. We start with the initial states as 
defined by (2.2). The states of cells until time 15 are shown in Fig. 2.1. The space- 
time pattern of this LCA shows self-similarity, which we have already seen in 
Fig. 1.1. 
To study the self-similarity of the space-time pattern of LCA, we define a limit 
set, a subset of (d+ 1)-dimensional Euclid space, as follows. Let t, be a series of 
times which tends to infinity. A subset of (d + 1 )-dimensional Euclid space S( t,) 
represents a space-time pattern until time t, - 1, and is defined by 
s(t,) = {(t, i ,,..., i,)(a:#O, t-et,, i=(i, ,..., id)}. 
A limit set of an LCA is defined by lim,,, (S(t,)/t,), if it exists, where S(t,)/t,, 
is the contracted set of S(t,) by the rate l/t,, i.e., S(t,)/tn contains the 
point (t/tn, i,/tn, . . . . id/tn) if and only if S(t,) contains the point (t, i,, . . . . id). 
lim, --tx (S(t,)/t,) exists when liminf,,, (S(t,)/t,) and limsup, ~JI (S(t,,)/t,r) 
coincide, where 
and 
Vn,i!q,ES(t,),q,-+q(n-+:x:) 
tn 
(2.3) 
S(tn) limsup t = 
n--t% n 
for a subsequence (t, } of { tn}. We shall see in Sections 4 and 7 that for any LCA, 
there exists a time series for which S(t,)/t, converges to the limit set of LCA: 
lim,,, (S(t,W,). 
a b C 
d e f 
FIG. 2.2. A sequence of space-time pattern S(2”)/2” converges to a limit set. 
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The LCA in Example 2.1 has a limit set for the time series (2”) as shown in 
Fig. 2.2. The limit set coincides with the Sierpinski gasket (Fig. 1.1). 
In this paper, we mainly deal with the LCA whose number of the states, M, is 
a power of a prime, pk, where p is a prime and k is a natural number. If M is not 
a power of a prime, most of the properties of the M-state LCA are given by 
factorizing M into the powers of primes, as shown in Section 5. 
3. EXISTENCE OF LIMIT SETS 
In this section we show the existence of a limit set. We first note that the state 
of the cell i at time t can be expressed by 
ai=C 
t! 
lQ!...u,. 
c”’ . . . c”m 
I’ m (mod Ml, (3.1) 
where the summation is taken over (a,, . . . . u,) such that u1 + . .. + U, = t and 
-u1r,- ... - u,r, = i ((rl, . . . . r,) is the neighbourhood index defined in Sec- 
tion 2). Formula (3.1) is derived as follows. Take one of the paths from the origin 
to the point i which consists of u1 times -rl, . . . and U, times -r,,,. This path 
contributes to the state of the cell af by cl;l... cz, since each time we take a path 
rj, the state is multiplied by cj as shown in (2.1). The number of paths that consist 
of u1 times - rl, . . . and U, times -r,,, is given by a multinomial coefficient 
t !/u, ! . . . u m !. From the linearity of the local transition function, the summation of 
these values over all the paths from the origin to i gives the state af. 
We use the properties of multinomial coefficients t !/a, ! ... a,! given in the 
Appendix to prove the following theorems. 
The first theorem asserts that for a pk-state LCA (p is a prime, k E N), a pattern 
at time t, where t is divisible by pk- ‘, appears again at time pt, with size magnified 
by P. 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider a pk-state linear cellular automaton. If pk- 1 divides t, 
then a$ equals af , If pk divides t and at least one of the elements of i is indivisible 
by p, then a[ equals 0. 
Proof: The first assertion, a:,! = af, where pk-’ 1 t, is proved as follows. We 
divide the summation of (3.1) for a$ into two parts, where the first summation is 
over the paths that consist of multiples of p, and the second summation is over the 
other paths 
a$=1 (pt)! (pt)! 
(PUl)! . . . (pu,) ! T’ . . . 
cp+c s,!...s,!c-~ modpk, 
where the first term is summed under the restriction 
Ml + ... +u,=t and -ulrl- ... -u,r,=l, 
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while the second term is summed over all (s,, . . . . s,,) such that 
s, + ‘.. +s,=pt, -s,r, - “. -s,r,, = pi, and Is, p j si. 
From Corollary A. 3 in the Appendix, the second term equals 0. Theorem A. 4 in 
the Appendix implies that (pt) !/(pul)! ... (pu,)! 5 t!/u,! . ..u.,,! (modp,). Let 
e=max{hIphjU,, . . . . urn}. From Euler’s theorem (V~EN, nP’=nP’~’ (mod p’)), we 
obtain CPU’ . . c Pm E cf;’ . . . c; 
Corollary ‘A. 3, w”e have a$ = a:. 
(modp’+‘). Since p”-“~~‘It!/u,!...u,! from 
The second assertion, u: = 0, where pk 1 t, p j i, is obvious from Corollary A. 3. 1 
In Example 2.1, where p = 2, k = 1, and any t E N is divisible by px ~ ’ = 1, we can 
see the similarity of configurations at time t and that at time 2t (see Fig. 2.1). 
Note. From the second part of Theorem 3.1, non-zero state cells are separated 
by consecutive zeros at time t, where p” 1 t for sufficiently large n. If we start from 
a configuration with some (finite) number of non-zero state cells, each state is 
copied and superposed, from the linearity of the system (Fig. 3.1). This “self- 
reproduction” was studied intensively in earlier linear cellular automata research 
Cl, 211. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. 2-dimensional 9-state (3*-state) LCA with the local transition 
function 
I 1-l 
"~~ai+~~,~~+u~T~~.~~+u~~~-~,O~+uf~~~,~~+uf+~~, ~11 mod 9. 
In this LCA, states of a center cell and the four surrounding cells are added to 
make the state of the cell at the next time step. The configuration of each time step 
is shown in Fig. 3.2, where only non-zero states are drawn. If we take a time t from 
the multiples of 3, (0, 3, 6, . ..}. the contiguation of time t is similar to that of time 
3t, as is easily seen from Fig. 3.2. 
Using Theorem 3.1, we can prove the existence of a limit set lim, _ 1, (S(t,,)/tn) 
for a pk-state LCA, where S(t,)/t, = {(t/r,, i,/f,,, . . . . id/t,,) 1 t < t,, i = (i, , . . . . id), 
a; # 01. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let t, = p”. Then limit set lim,, j I, (S(p”)/p,,) exists ,for a pk-state 
linear cellular automata. 
)yiEJF$ tmL J!!zsJJ 
a b C 
Fig. 3.1. Self-reproduction in LCA u: = a::: + a:; i mod 3. In (c). the initial pattern 12 is reproduced 
at time 3. 
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FIG. 3.2. Contigurations of 2-dimensional LCA in Example 3.2. The figures are ordered from top left 
to bottom right. 
Proof: As it is obvious that limsup, _ ,( S(p”)/p”) 2 liminf, _ m (S(p”)/p”), we 
show liminf, _ oD (S(P”)/P”)‘~ limsup,, m (S(p”)/p”) to prove the existence of the 
limit set lim .,,(s(pvpf7 (cf. (2.3) and (2.4)). 
Let $p”) be a subset of S(p”) whose time is divisible by pkP1, i.e., 
S(p”) = {(t, i,, . ..) id) ( t<~“,p~-‘( t, af#O}. From Theorem 3.1 {S(pn)/pnj is a 
monotone sequence, since 
y={(-+,$ ,...) -j  ,f<*“,*k-l, r,+o~ 
2 {(-$ . . . . j) lf<P”,Pkl 1, a:#0 } 
=I&$, . . ..$) (t<p”-‘,pk-‘J &a;;#0 1 
16 t il = n-i? pp ea.7 -JL (t<p”-‘,pk-lI t, af#O . > p” - , > (‘: Theorem 3.1) 
_ “‘<“_il’ 
P . 
Therefore lim,, _ ,(s(p”)/p”) exists. As S(p”) 2 $p”), we have liminf,, ,(S(p”)/p”) 
2 lim n- aMP”YP”). 
Now, we show lim n-r ,($p”)/p”) 2 limsup,, m(S(pn)/pn), and therefore 
hinf, * ,@(P”MP”) 2 lhsup, + m (S(p”)/p”). Let q be a point in limsup,, ,(S(p”)/p”). 
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From the definition of limsup, _ co (S(p”)/p”) (2.4), there exists a sequence of points 
(q,}, where {n,} is a subsequence of the natural numbers { 1,2, . ..>. such that 
qn, = (t/P, ilIP, . . . . iJp”j) is a point in S(P”J)/~*J and qn, converges to q. Let 
L=max(lr,l, . . . . Ir,,,l) be the size of the neighbourhood, where 1. I means the norm 
in Rd. Since non-zero states propagate at most by L each time, we can find a 
sequence of points {i,), such that 4, = (i/p”/, i,/p’Q, . . . . iJp’Q) belongs to $p”‘)/p”‘, 
i=pk-’ [t/p”-‘] ([.I istheintegerpartof.)and (i-i(<(t--i)L.As (q,,,.-Cj,,,ld 
(t-i)~~ip”/~pk-l~~Jp”‘, {cj,} converges to q as nj tends to infinity. 
Therefore we obtain lim, _ ,($p”)/pn) 3 limsup, _ ,(S(p”)/p”), and hence 
liminf,,,(~(~“)/p”)~limsup,,,(~(p”)/p”). I 
4. STRUCTURE AND HAUSDORFF DIMENSION OF LIMIT SETS 
If a set has a non-integral Hausdorff dimension, the set is called a fractal. Limit 
sets of LCAs are fractals in general. The Hausdorff dimension of a set is defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be a subset of Euclid space. We define the Huusdofl~ 
dimension of X, DH(X), by 
D,(X)=sup{dl (liz(infx lUiId))=a), 
where the infimum is taken over all countable or finite collections U,, U,, . . . whose 
diameter is less than E, such that X is covered by the union of U, , UZ, . . . . 
Most of the fractals are realized as self-similar sets [14]. A self-similar set, X, is 
defined as a compact set which satisfies the formula 
X=f,(X) u ... ufN(X)r 
where fi , . . ..fN are similitudes with contraction rates sl, . . . . sN ( < l), respectively. If 
there is an open set 0 such that 02fl(0)u . . . ufN(0) and S,(O) n&(O)=4 
(Vi #j), then the Hausdorff dimension of the self-similar set X is given by D, where 
D satisfies 
sp+ ... +s$= 1. (4.1) 
Limit sets are not self-similar in Hutchinson’s sense [14], in general. Using the 
fact that a limit set of a p-state (prime-state) LCA contains a self-similar set, 
S. J. Willson devised a method to calculate the Hausdorff dimension of limit sets of 
prime-state LCAs [27]. His method is based on the growth rate dimension. The 
growth rate dimension, D,, is defined by 
Dg=;i$s, 
where N(t) is the number of non-zero state cells until time t. 
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We show that Willson’s transition matrix characterizes the structure of a limit 
set. This structure is formulated similarly as a self-similar set, and the Hausdorff 
dimension of the limit set is calculated using this structure. 
We introduce the transition matrix following Willson [27]. Consider 
l-dimensional 2-state LCA with a local transition function 
a+&; +af-‘+af;; mod 2. (4.2) 
Suppose the states of cells [af af+I] = [l 0] (we call it a block). From 
Theorem 3.1, we can determine the blocks [a$ u$+,] = [l 01, [a$+ i u$+,] = 
[O 01, [a;:+’ a;f;;] = [l 11, [a;;;; u$zi] = [l 0] (Fig. 4.1). We say this fact 
as block [l 0] generates two [l 0] and one [l 11. Similarly block [0 l] 
generates two [O l] and one [l 11, and block [l 1] generates two [l 0] and two 
[0 l] (Fig. 4.1). Then the transition matrix A = (Amp) is given such that the Bth 
block generates A,, of the a th block. In this example, the transition matrix A is 
given by 
2 0 2 
A= 0 2 2 
( 1 1 1 0 
(we put the blocks in the order [l 01, [O 11, [l 11). 
Let a block description vector u, be a vector whose a th element is a number of 
the ath block between time 0 and 2” - 1. Here, we have v,, = (i), vi = (i). . . . (see 
Fig. 4.2). We observe that u, is given by 
The number of non-zero cells between time 0 and 2” - 1, N(2”), is calculated as 
N(2”) = 4 cv, = 1 CA%,, , 
i i+l 
2i-1 2i 2i+l 2i+2 2i+3 
2t 010 0 t 10 El 0 [l O] x 1 
2t+1 110 [l O] x 1 [l l] xl 
a 
i i+l 
2i-1 2i 2i+l 2i+2 2i+3 
Z+l 0 mq----ij 0 [l O] x t 11 2 
1171 [l O] x 2 
b 
FIG. 4.1. Blocks at time f determine the blocks at time 21 and 2t + 1. 
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a b C 
FIG. 4.2. Block description vectors (a) L+, = (i), (b) 
where a count vector c= (1, 1,2) denotes the number of l’s contained in each 
blocks. The factor i is due to overlaps of blocks. Then the growth rate dimension 
D, is given by 
D = lim log N(2”) = lim log ; CA% log 2 E--Z 1% 1 + Js g n-cc log2” n-cc log2” log 2 log2 ’ 
where A= 1 + fi is the maximum eigenvalue of the transition matrix A. 
Now, we investigate the relation between the transition matrix A and the struc- 
ture of the limit set. Remembering the procedure to make limit sets, we consider the 
series of l/2” contracted space-time patterns (see Fig. 4.3). When there is a block 
[ 1 O], that block is replaced by : y 8 at the next step. In the limit, the pattern of 
1 goes to the triangle pattern X (Fig. 4.4), and for block [ 1 l] that goes to the 
square pattern Y (Fig. 4.4). For block [0 11, the pattern goes to f, the mirror 
image of X. The elements of the transition matrix are now interpreted to give the 
a b C 
d e f 
FIG. 4.3. A series of space-time patterns of LCA a: = a:: i + a:-- ’ + 0:; i mod 2. 
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0 01000 0,00000 
I1000 
1 1 0 01*1000 
10110 
1 
1 1 
1 
I 1 
t 1 
I I 3 
a 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0100010 
*loll 
1 0 1 otoaoL0 
11011 
1 l l :,,: 
1 1 1 I 
Ii 11 
b 
FIG. 4.4. (a) Block [l 0] converges to the pattern X, (b) [l l] converges to Y. 
number of i-scaled patterns in a pattern X, 3, and Y: the /Ith pattern contains A,, 
of the &scaled ath pattern. If we identify X and f, we obtain another matrix 
which have the same maximum eigenvalue A = 1 + $. 
The patterns X and Y are represented in a similar way as a self-similar set: 
X=ft,1(W Ufil2.w uf,,t(Y) 
Y=f211W) UfmW UfznW) UfmW) 
(4.3) 
(see Fig. 4.5). 
To calculate the Hausdorff dimension of the set represented by (4.3), we have the 
following proposition, which corresponds to (4.1) of the self-similar set. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Consider compact sets {X,, . . . . X,} which satisfy 
-F = LJ fVkvJ9 (4.4) 
ik 
where f# is a similitude with a contraction rate rgk ( < 1). Suppose the open Set 
condition holds: there exist open sets (0,) . . . . ON} such that 
oi2 uLjk(“j),fi,.,kl(ojl) n&k,(“j~) = %T 
.ik 
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a 
b 
FIG. 4.5. Structure of the patterns X and Y. 
and assume that X, contains contracted sets of X,, . . . . X,. Then the Hausdorff dimen- 
sion of X, is given by D such that the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix T(D) is 1, 
where the ijth element of T(D) is given by 
T,(D) = 1 rfk. 
k 
(4.5) 
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is similar to that of (4.1) in [ 10, 143. Using 
Proposition 4.2, we obtain the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set. 
THEOREM 4.3. The Hausdorff dimension of a limit set of a pk-state LCA is given 
by log a/log p, where 1 is the maximum eigenvalue of the transition matrix. 
Proof: For the limit set of a #-state LCA, we have the formula, similar to (4.2), 
All 
xl = u f,Ik(X1)u “’ u AC fiNk(XN), 
k-1 k=l 
AN1 A NN 
x,= u f,VlktX1)” ‘.’ ” u fNiVk(XN)~ 
k=l k-1 
where A = (A,) is the transition matrix of the LCA, and all the contractions fi,.k are 
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similitudes with the same contraction rate l/p. The matrix T(D) of Proposition 4.2 
(4.5) is given by 
The maximum eigenvalue of T(D) is n(l/~)~, where II is the maximum eigenvalue 
of A. Setting J(l/p)” = 1, we obtain the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set 
DJ”gA -1 
1% P’ 
The pattern X of Fig. 4.4 can be expressed as a self-similar set, since X is com- 
posed of two i-scaled X’s and four i-scaled X’s (Fig. 4.6), and the Hausdorff 
dimension of the limit set, D = log( 1 + $)/log 2, is given by (4.1), 
However, limit sets of LCA, in general, cannot be expressed as a self-similar set, as 
the following example shows. 
Figure 4.7 shows the limit set of the LCA with transition rule 
a:=afI: +a:-l+2a:;: mod 3. 
From Fig. 4.7, we have the transition matrix 
A= 
which gives the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set log 7/lag 3. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing the relation between the limit 
set of a #-state LCA and that of the p-state LCA in whose transition function 
“mod pkrr is replaced by “mod p.” We call this latter LCA the corresponding p-state 
LCA. Although the limit set of a pk-state LCA (k 2 2) is much more complicated 
X k x x X 
FIG. 4.6. Self-similar structure of X. 
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a 
b 
Y 
c 
FIG. 4.7. Structure of the patterns in the limit set of LCA u: = a:: j + uf- ’ + 2af;: mod 3. They are 
not self-similar. 
than that of the corresponding p-state LCA, they have the same Hausdorff 
dimension as shown below. 
THEOREM 4.4. The limit set of a pk-state LCA has the same Hausdorjf dimension 
as that of the corresponding p-state LCA. 
Proof Let A and A, denote the transition matrix of a pk-state LCA and that 
of the corresponding p-state LCA, respectively. From Theorem 4.3, the Hausdorff 
dimension of the pk-state LCA and that of the corresponding p-state LCA are, 
respectively, log I/logp and log I,,/logp, where A and A,, are the maximum 
eigenvalues of the transition matrices A and A,. 
Now, we show 2 = I,. 
We classify the blocks of the pk-state LCA into k groups. The jth group is com- 
posed of the blocks all of whose states are divisible by pj-’ and at least one of the 
states in the block is not divisible by pj. The transition matrix A can be expressed 
as 
, 
571;44:1-9 
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b 
FIG. 4.8. Limit sets of 2-, 4-, and g-state LCA af = a::: + ai;: mod 2 (4, 8). 
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where Agh corresponds to transition from the hth group to the gth group. If h is 
greater than g, Agh is a zero matrix. Then the maximum eigenvalue of A, I, is given 
by I = max(l,, . . . . A,) where i,, . . . . & are the maximum eigenvalues of Al,, . . . . Akk. 
We consider a mapping from blocks in the jth group to the blocks of p-state 
LCA which maps a block [sl . . . s,] toablock [(s,/p’-‘modp)...(s,/p’-‘modp)]. 
Let Qj be the matrix corresponding to this mapping. Then we have 
ApQj= QiA,. (4.6) 
Obviously, Qj, is non-negative, surjective, and has one 1 at each column. According 
to the Perron-Frobenius theorem, A, and A, have the maximum eigenvalues A,? 
and d, whose eigenvectors v,, and vi are non-negative. 
FIG. 4.9. Structure of the patterns in the limit set of 8-state LCA. This structure gives the transition 
matrix (4.7). 
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From (4.6), Qiuj is an eigenvector of A, with the eigenvalue S, therefore 1, > Aj, 
Conversely, the surjectivity of Qj implies that an eigenvector fij of A, with the 
eigenvalue 1, exists, where up = QjiYj, so that A, Q S. Thus we obtain 
A= max(l,, . . . . &) = 2,. Hence the Hausdorff dimension of the /‘-state LCA, 
log l/logp, and that of the corresponding p-state LCA, log &/logp, coincide. 1 
EXAMPLE 4.5. 2-, 4-, and &state LCA with the transition rule 
ai=af::+ai;i mod 2 (mod 4, mod 8). 
Their limit sets are shown in Fig. 4.8. The transition matrices are 
(3),(~~~),and~~~~~~i, (4.7) 
respectively (see Fig. 4.9). All the transition matrices have the maximum eigenvalue 
3, hence all the limit sets have the Hausdorff dimension log 3/lag 2. 
5. GENERAL CASE:M#~~ 
In this section, we deal with the case where the number of states M of an LCA 
is not a power of a prime pk. 
We factorize M into pf’p:’ . ..p.. Since n - 0 (mod M) if and only if n r0 
(mod p’;‘), . . . . n = 0 (mod p$), the space-time pattern of M-state LCA is represented 
as a superposition of space-time patterns of the corresponding pfl-, . . ..p$tate 
LCAs. Thus the limit set of M-state LCA lim n _ ,(S(t,)/t,) exists for a time series 
{t,} if the limit set of each corresponding LCA exists for the same time series {t,}. 
Since the Hausdorff dimension of the union of countable sets is given by the 
supremum of the Hausdorff dimensions of those sets [6], calculation of the 
Hausdorff dimension of the limit set of M-state LCA is reduced to calculation of 
those of the corresponding pF’-, . . . . p?-state LCAs. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. The 6-state LCA with a local transition function 
af=af::+af;i mod 6. 
The limit set is shown in Fig. 5.la. The limit set is the superposition of the limit set 
of 2-state LCA (Fig. 4.7a) and that of 3-state LCA (Fig. 5.lb). The Hausdorff 
dimension of the limit set is given by 
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FIG. 5.1. (a) Limit set of LCA a: = a:: i + a:; f mod 6. It is the union of the limit sets of 2-state LCA 
(Fig. 4.8a) and 3-state LCA (b). 
6. LIMIT SETS WITH RESPECT TO ONE OF THE STATES 
In the previous sections, we constructed limit sets with respect to all the non-zero 
states. In this section, we treat a limit set with respect to one of the non-zero 
states, which is defined as follows. Let S,(t,) = {(t, i) 1 ai = b, t < t,}, where 
bs (1, . . . . M- 1 } is one of the non-zero states. Then lim,, ,(($(t,)/t,) is said to be 
the limit set of state b. 
We deal with a pk-state LCA and assume that the initial state is 1 at the origin 
and 0 at the other cells as stated in (2.2). 
We introduce some notations here. A neighbourhood index rj (defined in (2.1)) 
is said to be prime if the coefficient cj (in (2.1)) is not divisible by p. A prime 
index r, is extreme if rj is not expressed as a convex linear combination of other 
prime neighbourhood indices. Here, convex means that all the coefficients are 
non-negative and the sum of the coefficients is equal to 1. 
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LEMMA 6.1. If a pk-state LCA has at least two prime neighbourhood indices, then 
every state in (0, . . . . pk - 1 > appears within time pk+ ‘. 
Proof: We choose two prime neighbourhood indices: one is extreme, the other 
is the nearest to it. We renumber the neighbourhood indices so that the former 
neighbourhood index is rl and the latter is r2. 
We show that all the states appear in {af 1 t = 0, . . . . pk+ ‘, i = -(t - 1) rl - r2) (see 
Fig. 6.1), by induction with respect to k. 
(i) k=O. The lemma holds for k= 0 obviously. 
(ii) k>O. Consider the state uf (t=O, . . ..pk+‘. i= -(t-l)rl-rYZ). We 
decompose t into t = to+ X, where t, is a multiple of pk-pk-l: t,= v(pk-pk-‘), 
and O<x<pk. Since r1 is extreme and rz is the nearest to it, only two cells at time 
to, one is located at i,, = - t,r, and the other at i, = -(to- i) rl -rl’ effect af. 
From (3.1) and Euler’s theorem (np’-p”-’ - 1 (modpk)), uf”= (c’; -#-‘)‘= 1 
(modpk) and a:p~v(pk-pk-1)~L;(pk-pk-‘)-1~Z~~(-pk-1)~~31~2 (mod pk). As 
shown in Figs. 6.2(b) and (c), the effect of a:; to uf is given by a; 
(y= -(x-l)rr-r2) and that of a: to uf is given by ~‘fuf~~u(-p~~~)c;~c~: 
a:z0(-pk-1)c;1c2+u; (mod pk) (;~;iz;;‘;kj. 
From the assumption of induction, a; mod pk- ’ (x = 0, . . . . pk, y = -(x - 1) r1 - r2) 
ranges from 0 to pk-’ -1.Sinceo(-pk-‘)~;‘~2modpk(~=0,...,p-1)ranges0, 
/ $6 7 7 
;. 
5 2 4 5 
'6 2 6 6 1 
4 7 6 8 2 
5 7 8 7 8 4 
FIG. 6.1. LCA with a local transition rule a:=2nfI: + 5af;: mod 9. All the states appear in the 
dotted region. 
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to = V@” -/Y-l) 
to = v(pU -p”-‘) 
t=to+x 
io= -t 1, fl=-(t-l)r, -5  
1 
V(+-‘)Ci’C* 
a 
i =io+y io= -t r, 
al 
b 
i = -(t + x -1)q -a 
to = v@” -p”-1) 
t=to+x v(+-‘)cf--1c2 
C 
i j =-(t-l)4 -5 
i =-(t +x-l)r,-r, io=-tr, i, = -(t -1)r; -r, 
to = v@" -p-') 
1 V(-p”-‘)Ci’C 2 
t=to+x a”v +v(*“-3cy-‘c2 
d 
FIG. 6.2. (a) States at fo= u(p”-p”-‘). (b) Effect from a’$. (c) Effect from a:. (d) State of u:. 
P k--l, 2pk-‘, . ..) pk-pk--l, weconclude that af(t=O, l,...,pk+‘, i= -(t-l)r,-r2) 
ranges from 0 to pk - 1. 1 
Using Lemma 6.1, we show that the limit set of state b is represented by the limit 
set of another LCA. 
THEOREM 6.2. If a pk-state LCA has at least two prime neighbourhood indices, 
then the limit set of state b coincides with the limit set of the corresponding p*-state 
LCA, where pf- ’ 1 b and pf J 6. 
Proof: Let Sf(t,) = {(t, i) 1 a: $0 (mod p’), t < t,). Then the limit set of the 
corresponding pf-state LCA is given by lim ._,(Sf(p”)/p”). Since bf0 (modpf), 
limsw, + &MP”)/P”) is contained in the limit set of the corresponding p/-state 
LCA, lim n+ ,W(P”)/P”). 
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We show the oppositie: 
liminf SdP”) = lim S/(P”) 
n-PC0 p n - n-em p ” (6.1) 
Take a point of the limit set of the pY-state LCA, qElim,,,(S/(p”)/p”). From the 
definition of lim ,,_,(,!V(p”)/p”), there is a sequence of points {qo(n)eSf(p”)/p”} 
such that qO(n) + q. To prove (6.1), we show that there is a sequence 
{ql(n) E Sb(pn)/pn} which converges to q, as follows. Let the coordinate of qO(n) be 
(to/p”, i,,/p”), i.e., pf j a:. Let u be an integer such that p”> 2p2k max(lr,I, . . . . Ir,,,l). 
We take a time t, and location i, such that pUJ t,, pi < t, < t, +p”, pf [ af;, and af; 
is the top of one of the “triangles” of non-zero states which contain ui; (see Fig. 6.3). 
Since, from Theorem 3.1, distances between non-zero cells at time t, are greater 
than 2pk+l max((r,l, . . . . /r,,,l), “triangles” do not collide with each other until time 
t, +pk+l. Therefore a:;zf is given by uf:uf (t<pk+‘) in each “triangle.” If p”)uf: 
and pg+ lJ af; (g <f), uf:uf contain all the multiples of pg, from Lemma 6.1, 
especially 6. We assume that ai;= b, t, <t, < t, +pk+‘, and I&- ii/ ,< 
P k+’ max((r,j, . . . . jr,j). Since ai; and ai; are contained in the same “triangle,” the 
distance between (lo, iO) and (t2, iZ) is uniformly evaluated by a number L which 
does not depend on n: 
I(&, i*) - (to, io)l CL. 
Letting ql(n) = (t2/pn, WY (note that ql(n) E Sdp”)/p”), we have lq,(n) - q&N -c 
L/p”, and hence ql(n) -+ q. This implies (6.1). This completes the proof. l 
In Fig. 6.4, we show the limit set of states 1,2, 3 of the 4-state LCA with 
transition rule 
af=u:I~+uf;~ mod 4. 
FIG. 6.3. At time f, non-zero states are separated from each other. Non-zero states propagate in 
dotted “triangles.” See text for an explanation of a:, a:, and a?. 
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a 
135 
FIG. 6.4. LCA a: =a::: +a:;: mod 4. (a) Limit set of state 1, (b) State 2, and (c) state 3 
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Comparing them to Fig. 4.7, we see that the limit sets of states 1 and 3 have the 
same structure as the limit set of the corresponding 2-state LCA, and the limit set 
of state 2 has the same structure as the limit set of the 4-state LCA. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have shown that linear cellular automata generate fractal 
patterns. It is remarkable that local dynamics are enough to generate global fractal 
structures. Cellular automata are used to explain fractal structure of the universe or 
the distribution of earthquakes [ 15,231. The study of the relation between cellular 
automata and fractals will lead us to a deeper understanding of fractal structures 
in the nature. 
As stated in Section 4, limit sets are not self-similar in the sense of Hutchinson 
[ 141. They are characterized by many sets Xi, . . . . X, as (4.3), which are interwoven 
to each other by similitudes. The study of the set expressed as (4.3) will be impor- 
tant. When we consider strange attractors of chaotic dynamical systems, for 
example, it is more likely that their structures are characterized or approximated by 
many sets as (4.3), which are interwoven to each other by contractions [12]. 
APPENDIX. PROPERTIES OF MULTINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
In this appendix we prove the properties of multinomial coefficients which are 
used to prove Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA A.l. Let the p-adic expansion of a natural number n be n = n,p” + . . . + 
n,-,pS-‘, where 0 < n,, . . . . n,+, <p, and let f = xi:: (n, xi:,’ ph). Then pf divides 
n! and pf+’ does not. 
ProoJ We prove this lemma by induction, The proposition holds for n = 1. 
Suppose it holds for n = no p” + ... +n,-,pS-’ and f=c;:: (n,Cf:bp”). Let j 
be the minimum number such that nj is smaller than p - 1, i.e., no, . . . . nj- 1 =p - 1 
and nj<p-1. Then pf+j((n+l)! and pf+j+‘i(n+l)!, since pj((n+l) and 
pJ+ ’ 1 (n + 1). On the other hand, we have 
f+j=‘i’ (nggflph)+j 
g=l h=O 
=‘f’ (ngg~‘p”)+‘~’ (pg- l)+j 
g=j h=O g=o 
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As n+ 1 =(nj+ l)pi+n,+,p’+’ + ... +n,-,p”-‘, the lemma holds for n+ 1.1 
The following lemma states that the summation of the carries in the p-adic sub- 
traction of the numbers appearing in the denominator from the number of the 
numerator gives which power of p divides a multinomial coefficient. 
LEMMA A.2. Let t=u,+ ... +u,, t= top’+ ... +t.,+,pS-‘, u,=ugopo+ . . . + 
Ugs-~/Jpspl (O~t,,U,<P,j=O,...,S-l), t,+hj+,P=U,j+ .” +U,j+h, (hO=O, 
j = 0, . . . . s-l), andh=h,+ ~~~+h,~,.Thenph~t!/ul!...u,!andph+’~t!/u,!~..u,!. 
PrOOf: Let f=cJri (tj~&‘,pg)-~~~: (Ulj~<~\Pg)-“‘-C~~~ (U,j~&\Jl”). 
From LemmaA.l, pfIt!/ul!.s.u,! and pft’~t!/ul!~~~u,!. Now, we show that 
f= h as follows: 
COROLLARY A.3. Zfpg 1 t and 3uj, pe+ ’ 1 ui, then pee ) t !/u, ! . . . u, ! . 
Proof From the condition, h,, r, . . . . h, > 0. This implies h = h,, 1 + . . . + h, 2 
g-e. I 
As multinomial coefficients themselves can be considered as linear cellular 
automata, they have the property corresponding to the first part of Theorem 3.1. 
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THEOREM A.4. Zf t is divisible by pkel, we have t!/u,! ..+u,,,! =(pt)!/(pu,)! ... 
(pu,) ! mod pk. 
Proof: We decompose each factorial, for example (pt) !, into the product of 
invertible elements of z,k (which is not divisible by p) and non-invertible elements 
(multiples of p) : 
(pt)!=1.2. ... .(p-l)-..(pt-l).p.2p. ... .pt 
=((pt)!)*p’t’ ., 
where ((pt)!)* denotes the product of invertible elements of Zpk from 1 to pt - 1. 
We rewrite (pt) !/(pul) ! . +. (pu,) ! as follows: 
((pt) !)* t! 
= ((P%) !)* .*.((pu,)!)* u,!...u,!’ 
Multiplying ((pul)!)* ..+ ((pu,)!)* to both sides, we have 
(pt)! t! 
((Pul)!)*...((Pu,)!)*(pu,)!...(pu,)!=((Pt)!)*u,!...u,!. (A.11 
Since ((pu,)!)*...((pu,)!)* is a product of invertible elements of Z,, we only 
have to show 
((Pul)!)*-..((P%iA!)* 
t! 
t I UI.“‘U,. 
= ((pt)!)* 
t! 
u,!...u,! (modpk) 
(A.21 
to prove the theorem. 
Let e=max{g Jg( ul, . . . . u,}. From Corollary A.3, 
On the other hand, 
k-e-l t! 
P Ul! “‘2.4,. I’ (A.3) 
((Pt)!)*= n fI 
n E (l,...,pt) * 
= n n n n+pu,... n n+pu,-, 
?zE {l,...,pu,)* “E (l,...,ptq}’ fzE {l,...,pu,}* 
= n n n n... fl n (modp’+‘) 
nE {l,...,pu,)* rzE (I,...,pu2}’ n E (1, . . ..pu.) l 
=((P%)!)**..((P%n)!)* 3 (A.4) 
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where ( >* denotes the set of invertible elements of the set { }: (1, . . . . it] = 
{ 1) 2, ..*, p - 1) p + 1, . ..) pt - 11. From (A.3) and (A.4) we obtain (A.2), and there- 
fore using (A.1 ), we have 
((Pul)!)*...((P%z)!)* 
pt! 
pz41! . ..pu.! 
= ((pIi,)!)* . . . (@urn)!)* 
t! 
u,!...u,! 
(mod pk). 
Multiplying the inverse element of ( (puI ) !)* . . . ((pu,) !)* in Zpk to the both sides. 
we have 
pt! = t! 
pu,!...pu,!-u,!...u,! 
(modpk). I 
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